Maria's Totem!

1. Bird Topper
   GLW12 Eggshell over IP208 Winter Storm

2. Sunflower Center-Maroon
   Velvet w/PG630 Zinc free Clear & GLW15 Jujube over.
   Petals - IP202 Golden Straw over PG626 Golden Yarrow

3. Hatchling - Eggshell- GLW12
   Eggshell Wash over Iron oxide wiped back.
   Baby Bird-GLW12 over IP208 Winter Storm

4. Bird's Nest- PG602
   Incredible Black over GLW37 Vanilla Cream

5. Ball- PG608 Cobalt Blue

6. Branch - GLW23
   White Froth over IP203 Tree Bark

7. House- Iron oxide wiped back (except cat & door)
   Front & back PG616 Buckwheat.
   Roof- GLW23 Turquoise Lagoon.
   Flowers- PG644 Red Satin
   Leaves- GLW08-Copper Patina
   Cat- GLW47- Kalamata Door-IP203 Tree Bark Wiped back.

8. Branch w/Leaf & Lady Bug
   IP203 Tree bark wiped back w/GLW12 Eggshell over Lady bug PG624-PG602

9. Red Ball
   PG624 Ripe Apple Red

10. Stump-IP203 Tree Bark
    wiped back with GLW23 White Froth over.
    Leaf- GLW08 Copper Patina

11. Leaf - IP208 Surf & Sand wiped back with PG630 Zinc Free Clear over.
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